The associated electronics allows the bunch selection by gating the micro-channel intensifier to take the light emitted by only one bunch at each revolution. Each diode charge of the vidicon target is scanned at a rate of 40 ms, digitised and stored in memory; from the memory horizontal and vertical profiles can be displayed in the same pattern as for the wire scanner profiles. Fig.3 shows the vertical profiles of 3 proton and antiproton bunches measured by the two methods at about the same instant of a given coast. Fig.3a corresponds to the synchrotron light measurement where the intensity of each individual bunch (IP) is given in units of 10'. Fig.3b corresponds to the wire scanner measurement with IP in 108 units. In both cases the emittance (EM) is given in mm mrad/n units. The agreement in these measurements between the two methods is better than 4% for the proton emittances but reaches 25% for the antiproton emitttances . Fig.3a 1984-18-18-e9:23 
